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Text: Genesis 5
Main Idea: While death & wickedness pervade our culture, as
believers in Jesus Christ we can walk with God and escape the
curse of death & coming judgment!
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1.

Our Trouble: Just like Adam, we are all going to ___________
because of sin! (v. 1-20, Rom 5:12, 6:23)
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Our Purpose: Just like Enoch, we can __________________ with
God in the midst of a wicked world & escape the curse of
death! (v. 21-24)
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A walk with God begins by ______________________ in Jesus
Christ! (Heb 11:5, Rom 3:21-22, 4:1-8, 5:1, Eph 2:8-9)
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A walk with God continues by _______________________
God’s Word.
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A walk with God is not guaranteed or limited by our
parental _____________________________.
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A walk with God means living _______________________ in a
wicked culture.
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A walk with God means that you ____________________ for
God to a wicked culture. (Jude 14-15)
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A walk with God guarantees that you will walk with
God straight into _____________________________.
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3.

Our Message: Just like Methuselah’s name implies, we
must remind our wicked world that God is patiently
waiting for repentance, but _____________________________ is
coming! (v. 25-27, 2 Pet 3:8-10)
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4.

Our Comfort: Just like Noah’s name implies, we must find
______________________ in our Savior Jesus who alone provides
salvation from the curse of sin & judgment. (v. 28-32)
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1.

Jonathan Edwards was a great puritan preacher of the first
great awakening in American revivalism (1722). He wrote
70 resolutions by which to live his life. His 9th resolution
was “Resolved, to think much on all occasions of my
own dying.” Is this morbid or is there spiritual advantage
of thinking of your own death? Do you think of your
death? You can see the rest of his resolutions at
www.apuritansmind.com (very helpful).
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2.

How is your “walk with God?” Do you think it was hard for
Enoch to walk with God in his culture? (See Jude 14-15)
What do you need to change in your life so that your walk
with God will be strong?
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3.

Apparently Enoch walked with God for 300 years! Wow!
Do you plan on walking with God the rest of your life? If so
what are some temptations & struggles that may prevent
you from finishing well? What are essentials that you
must include in your life to ensure that your walk with God
will continue? How devoted/disciplined are you to these
essentials?
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4.

Do you know anyone who appears to have ceased walking
with God? What can you do to restore their walk/faith?
(See Gal 6:1-5) What if we stop walking with God? Does it
mean that we have “lost” our salvation or does it reveal
that we never did truly have salvation?
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5.

If we are to live like Enoch (see Jude 14-15), how are we to
live in the world around us? What should our message be
– especially as it relates to Methuselah (Name means –
“when he dies, it shall be sent” – flood) and particularly 2
Peter 3:8-10? Are you keenly aware of the judgment to
come? How are you sharing the message of Jesus &
judgment to come with those who are lost?
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